We live in an ICT age: computers, smartphones and networks are used by everyone, everywhere, as an enabler and driver of innovation. There is great demand for graduates who understand computing technology and create innovative solutions to help people and benefit organisations.

If you enjoy problem solving, designing artificial worlds, or making ideas come to life, our Bachelor of Information and Communications Technology degree gives you the skills to work on the cutting-edge of technology.

On top of several core computing and business courses, choose whether you want to specialise in developing Web and Mobile apps, or in developing and using Information Systems to solve business problems for people. Gain hands-on experience with the internship course to work in an ICT company. Our program is fully accredited (Professional) with the Australian Computer Society and your skills translate across borders to give you the perfect qualification for a career in Australia or overseas.

Career opportunities
Business analyst, Systems analyst, information and communication technology specialist, systems architecture/integration, database programming, Web programming.

Accreditation
This program has accreditation (Professional) with the Australian Computer Society.

Scholarships
Scholarships can give you money and other financial support to help you while you study. Find out more at usc.edu.au/scholarships.

LOCATIONS QTAC CODE
Sunshine Coast 012091
Moreton Bay 014091

MINIMUM SELECTION THRESHOLD
OP - 18 / Rank - 64

DURATION
3 years full time or equivalent part time

COMMENCE
Semester 1 or Semester 2

RECOMMENDED PRIOR STUDY
English; Maths A, B or C

MORE INFORMATION
Contact Student Central
information@usc.edu.au
+61 7 5430 2890